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HTC Superfloor
Bring out the strength
in your floor!
™

Concrete floors deserve better treatment than just being
covered up. An HTC Superfloor will really make you
appreciate the advantages of using concrete as an
exposed floor surface. Dull, grey floors are transformed
into brilliant, low maintenance, environmentally friendly
and durable floors. It is so simple, it’s brilliant!
™

The fact that concrete is a tough and durable material
has been common knowledge for thousands of years. It
was a common building material dating back some 7,000
years and was used in some of the most famous buildings from the Roman Empire. Including Collesium and
the Pantheon, both of which were built of concrete. Yet,
in spite of this, knowledge of making concrete was
forgotten. It wasn’t until the 17th century that concrete
was rediscovered and once more became one of the
most common construction materials of our time.
HTC Superfloor™ is the revolutionary flooring concept

with a technique that makes
concrete more than just strong
and hardwearing. The tech-nique
is as simple as it is
ingenious. HTC’s
machines and
diamond tools grind and
polish concrete floors resulting in
a more durable, shiny and beautiful floor. The environment and your bottom line both benefit as well.

Floor type: Concrete
Location: International airport
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Floor type: Concrete
Location: Graphics industry

HTC Superfloor
More than just a beautiful finish
™

Beauty comes from below
Floors are an important part of
everyday life, in industrial areas,
retail environments, municipal
facilites and private residences. A
floor needs to be functional as well
as beautiful. That’s why you’re going to love HTC Superfloor™. The shiny concrete surface
is not just aesthetically pleasing – it has many other
benefits too.
Strong floor, strong bottom line
HTC Superfloor™ is an extremely economical option for
all types of business activities. Compared with other floor
types, HTC Superfloor™ offers unbeatable durability. The
initial investment is the same, or lower, than for traditional
flooring solutions but the low maintenance cost and the longer lifespan
make HTC Superfloor™ the most
lucrative investment option. The
life cycle cost is about 60% less
than for traditional flooring solutions. And by using the Twister™
DCS for maintaining the floor,
you’ll find that your floor is easier

to clean, environmentally friendly and cost-effective to
maintain.
Toward a better environment
Concrete is composed of pure natural materials, making
it the most sustainable floor available. The coatings and
coverings that are often applied to the concrete
have an adverse effect on the environment. HTC Superfloor™ uses as much
as 30 times less energy than traditional
flooring solutions. Why cover up your
concrete, when the floor you need
is the one you already have? The
Twister™ floor maintenance system,
which uses diamonds to mechanically
clean the floor without the use of chemicals, is also
the only completely GREEN cleaning method.
A floor solution for all needs
HTC Superfloor™ is available as four
different concepts. Platinum, Gold,
Silver and Bronze. This means you
can choose your floor’s gloss level
anywhere from a low reflective matte
finish and a high gloss shine. What all four

Easy and economical maintenance
Tim Reese, Thompson-Boling Arena
“We are very satisfied with our new Polished Concrete floor at the Thompson-Boling Arena. The appearance of our
concourse is dramatically improved and the numerous positive comments from our patrons certainly indicate that we
made the right decision with HTC Superfloor™. We have also found that in addition to the more professional look our
maintenance and cleaning of the concourse is more efficient than in previous years. ”
Thompson-Boling Arena, University of Tennessee hosts all types of entertainment including the
University of Tennessee basketball teams
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of the HTC Superfloor™
concepts have in common is that they are functional,
economical, ecological and aesthetically appealing.
A floor for the electronics industry
The resistance tests conducted, both on floor joists
and on concrete slabs on the ground, show that
HTC Superfloor™ complies with the SS-EN
61340-5-1 standard. Measured values fall
within the range for the international IEC
standard. Walk-around tests with ESD
shoes generally produce low or no
static. The limits stipulated in the
standard for the handling of electronics have not been
exceeded by HTC Superfloor™ in any cases.

ence unlimited design possibilities.
Just add water!
The HTC Twister™ cleaning method allows you to keep
all types of floors clean with minimum effort. All that is
required is water – no chemicals or polishing agents. This
makes HTC Twister™ more gentle on floors and produces
brilliant results. The diamond pads fit most of the scrubbing machines on the market.
For more information about
Twister™, HTC’s cleaning system,
visit www.htc-twister.com

Add color to your floor!
HTC Superfloor™ offers more than just a chance to have a
hard-wearing, high-gloss floor. You can also add color of
your choice to the concrete floor, without losing
any of the floor’s excellent
qualities. With our environmentally friendly dye
options, you can experi-

Improved work areas
Christer Lind, Senior Project Manager, BT Products AB
“We changed from traditional epoxy flooring to HTC Superfloor™ and, as a result, we no longer have ugly truck marks
on our floors. Hygiene practices when working with hydraulic oil have greatly improved and truck maintenance has
decreased. The truck drivers say that because the floors were levelled during the HTC Superfloor® process, the trucks
do not vibrate as much.
According to BT’s employees, the floors look fresh and are very easy to clean.”
BT Products AB is part of Toyota Industrial equipment.

Floor type: Colored concrete
Location: Café
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Floor type: Concrete
Location: Car show room

Floor type: Concrete
Location: Warehouse

Floor type: Concrete
Location: Home

HTC Superfloor concept
™

Four different floor concepts
HTC Superfloor Platinum
™

Platinum produces the highest gloss finish and
is the concept HTC normally recommends to our
customers. It involves more grinding stages than
the other concepts. The result is an unbeatably
durable floor. Truck wheels and substances leave no marks on the glossy
surface and light reflects gently off the floor.

HTC Superfloor Gold
™

Using the Gold concept, you do not grind as deep
into the concrete as with Platinum. This means
that less aggregate is exposed. Just like the
other concepts, Gold then involves polishing the
floor with HTC Twister™ to achieve a gloss that is almost as brilliant as a
Platinum finish. Gold produces a floor with excellent resistance to marks
from truck wheels, etc. HTC Superfloor™ Gold is ideal for concrete floors
that are already even and level.

HTC Superfloor Silver
™

The Silver concept is a version of Platinum.
Using this concept, you grind as deep into the
concrete as with Platinum, but do not polish it. The
aggregate is exposed as with Platinum. Silver is
therefore excellent if you want a floor with a matt surface finish.

HTC Superfloor Bronze
™

Bronze is the concept with the least number of
grinding and polishing stages. This concept does
not involve exposing the construction concrete.
Instead, the top layer of the surface paste is
polished but not removed. This process creates a stronger surface paste
with a shiny finish.
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Choose a smarter floor
Gloss

Vibration level (stand-up truck, m/s²)
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With HTC Superfloor™ it is
up to you how glossy you
want your
concrete floor to be.
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Machinery and vehicles
produce a minimum of
vibration because the
floor surface is completely
smooth.
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Uneven floor covering
Limit value
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Even floor
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Concept

0

Low speed

High speed

Measurements performed by CVK AB, 23 Aug. 2007
Performance and limit in conformance with the AFS 2005:15 provisions
and general recommendations of the Swedish Work Environment Authority.

Friction
HTC Superfloor

™

Epoxy flooring

Energy consumption (kWh/m²)

Wet surface

HTC Superfloor™ gives you
a better and safer work
environment. It is extremely
slip-proof, even when wet.

Installing HTC Superfloor™
instead of other floor types
is up to 30 x more energy
efficient, making a more
GREEN world.
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Source: SP report P303050, EN14617-3

• Cost effective
• Aesthetically appealing
• Environmentally friendly option
• Can be colored without losing its qualities

0

Wooden flooring

40

Linoleum flooring

30

Vinyl flooring
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Epoxy flooring
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HTC Superfloor

0

™
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Source: “Life Cycle Assessment of Industrial Flooring”, LITH-IKP-EX-06/2383--SE

• Infinite lifespan with Twister™ maintenance
• Just as good for new installations as for floor
renovations

• Slip proof, even when the floor is wet

• 60% lower life cycle cost than with traditional
flooring solutions

• Highest fire safety class

• Lower vibration level for vehicles

• Easy-to-clean. No truck marks, etc.

• Tests for abrasion resistance according to SS and
prEN standards, rebound values and slip resistance
produce results that conform with one another.
All the results according to SS 13 72 41 are well 		
below the specified limits (>K50) after 1600 revs.

• Well within the range for the international IEC 		
61340-5-1 standard and the American ANSI/ESD
S20.20-1999 standard for ESD values

Pricture submitted by: Total Polish Solutions
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